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The first successfulmeasurementsof plasmalines in the auroral E layer were made in January 1976
using the Chatanika incoherentscatter radar. Although they are considerablyweaker than the signal
from the ion component,the plasma line signalsare readily detectable.Typical signal-to-noiseratios
were about 496.In this seriesof experiments,plasmalines were observedin the interval between 3.8 and
6.0 MHz, whichcorresponds
to phaseenergiesbetween0.55 and1.4 eV. They were foundbetween98 and
134 kin; the derived plasmawave intensitiesvaried between0.06 and 1.0 eV, and the enhancementsbetween 4 and 30 times the thermal level. There was a marked altitude dependence:the weakest waves
were at the lowest altitudes, and the strongest were just below the maximum altitudes. There was no
discerniblefrequencydependenceat the lowestaltitudes, but at the highestaltitudes the lower-frequency plasmawaves were stronger. These variationsare probablyrelated to the altitude variationsof the
suprathermalelectron spectrumand of the electron temperature.
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Bloomberg[1975]for the F region.

Second, the plasma waves than can be measured at
Chatanika have phase velocities such that they exchange
energy with electrons having very low energies: 0.5 eV to
about 3 eV. Thus Chatanika plasmaline measurementscould
eventually be used to learn about the low-energy electrons in
this poorlyknownpart of the electronspectrum.At theselow
energies, there exists the possibility of a considerable
spectral structure becauseof the crosssectionsfor the N 2
The steady state energy (or intensity or temperature) in
vibrational levels. Yet existing theoretical calculationsrarely
thesewaves, as given by linearizedplasmatheory [Perkins
extend down to these low energies. In addition, it is an
and Salpeter,1965; Yngvesson
and Perkins,1968],is related
exceedingly difficult energy region in which to make
to the ratio of the excitation to damping rates. There is a
measurements. I am aware of only one set of rocket measurebackground energy, equal to the energy of the thermal
ments[Sharpand Hays, 1974]that extenddownto as low an
electrons, that is due to the electron thermal motion. It has
energy in the auroral region.
been measuredin the F region at Arecibo [Wickwar and
Third, the altitude region where the plasma lines are
Carlson, 1977]. However, most importantly, this energy is measured at Chatanika extends downward below 125 kin. At
considerably enhancedwhen there is a suprathermal tail to
low enoughaltitudes, electron-neutral collisionsmay have to
the electron distribution function which increases the excitabe included in the plasma line theory.
tion rate by a factor greater than that by which it increases
Since little is known experimentally or theoretically about
the damping rate of the plasma waves. Enhancementshave
suprathermal electrons in the auroral region and since such
been measured at F region altitudes and occasionallyas low
knowledge can extend our understanding of wave-particle
as 125 km when the suprathermal tail consists of photointeractions and electron-neutral interactions, the Chatanika
electronscreatedby the solarEUV [Yngvesson
and Perkins,
plasma line measurementscan provide a valuable and unique
1968; Fremouw et al., 1969; Cicerone and Bowhill, 1971; contribution.
Wickwar, 1971; Vidal-Madjar et al., 1975]. Enhancements
have also been measured at F region altitudes when the
EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
suprathermal tail consistsof photoelectronsfrom the conjuThe Chatanikaradar [Leadabrandet al., 1972]is sensitive
gate ionosphere
[ Yngvesson
and Perkins,1968;Evans and
Gastman,1970; Wickwar,1971]and whenthe suprathermal to electrostatic plasma waves of wavelength 11.4 cm along
tail consistsof electronsenergized by wave-particle mechan- the line of sight of the radar. The frequency of these waves is
isms from the exceedingly energetic electrostatic plasma offset from the transmitter frequency by approximately 5%
waves generated during ionospheric modification experi- more than the local plasma frequency [Yngvessonand
at Chatanika, Alaska, has been used to measure the ion component of the backscatter signal.These observationshave led
to improved descriptionsand understandingof phenomenain
the atmosphere, ionosphere, and magnetosphere in the
auroral region. In this paper we announcethe first observations of the electronic,or plasma line, componentof the signal
from the auroral E region.

Perkins, 1968]. Waves going away from the radar have a

ments.

The observationsreported here extend past these previous negative offset frequency, and those approachingit a positive
plasma line results in three ways. First, the suprathermal offset frequency.
In 1975 the radar receiving system and the observation
electrons are producedby energetic auroral electronseither

throughcollisionprocesses
[Reesand Jones,1973;Bankset software were modified [Petriceks,1976; Dawson, 1976] so
al., 1974] or perhaps through collisionless processes that plasmalines with positive or negative offsets of up to 15
[Papadopoulosand Coffey,1974; Matthewset al., 1976]. MHz could be observed and digitally sampled. There are
Even if collisionprocessesdo dominate, the spectra may be
Copyright ¸ 1978 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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three plasmaline filters 100 kHz wide separatedby 200 kHz;
each filter is sampled once every 40
The radar observationswere made with a sequenceof two
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are given in terms of the equivalent antenna temperature.
Figure 1 showsan example of the electron densitiesand of
both upshifted and downshiftedplasma lines. The location of
the plasma line filters in this example is such that plasma
lines are seen at --5.0

and -----5.2MHz

but not at -----5.4 MHz.

The integration time for the plasma lines is half that for the
electron density becauseboth offsets were observed.
The altitude resolution for the density data is given by
i
i
i i
c•-Z/2,where c is the speedof light and •z is the radar pulse
0
104
105
length. For the 67-/•s pulse it is 10 kin.
The altitude resolution for the plasma line data is more
Ne -- cm-3
complicatedto find. Again, it is given by the extent of the
300
altitude region from which the signal arises, but for our long
pulse length it is determined by the filter bandwidth Be and
the altitude gradient of the plasma line frequency, dr r/dh.
The altitude resolutionis Br/(drr/dh). In this example the
resolution is about kin, which is in agreement with the
altitudes found for the pairs of upshifted and downshifted
OWN
ED
UPSHIFTED
1
0
plasma lines. The long pulse length, while not adversely
-5.4
-5.2
-5.0 MHz
+5.0
+5.2
+5.4 MHz
affecting the altitude resolution, has the advantage of provid0
5
10
ing several independentsamplesof the plasma line intensity.
I
I
I
ANTENNA
TEMPERATURE
-K
If the plasma line intensity spectrum were fiat in the
Fig. 1. The auroral E layer and both upshiftedand downshifted vicinity of each measurement, the signal-to-noise ratio in that
100 --

plasma lines at Chatanika on January 20, 1976, between 1229 and
1237UT. The plasmalinesat 5.0 and5.2 MHz are centeredat 122 and
119 kin, respectively.The plasmalines at --5.0 and --5.2 MHz are
centered at 122 and 118 kin, respectively.

pulses:the first, a 67-/zs pulseto obtain the E region electron
densityprofile from the ion component;the second,a 320-/zs

pulseto obtainthe plasmaline data (Figure 1). (Althoughit
is not relevant to this experiment, the longer pulse couldalso
be used to obtain

ion velocities

and electron

and ion tem-

peraturesfrom the ion componentin the F region.) The data
from both pulseswere integrated for 2-10 s and then written
on tape for later processing.When requested,the computer
could switch plasma line channelsat each tape-write so as to
change from upshifted plasma lines to downshiftedlines or
vice versa.

To minimize the effects of damping by thermal electrons

[Yngvessonand Perkins, 1968], the measurementswere
made with the radar pointed along the magnetic field line.
For the same reasonthe plasma line filters were tuned close
to (althoughbelow) the E region critical frequency.
After the observations the data from both components
were averagedfor times from I to 10 min. The densitieswere
analyzed in the usual fashion: the noiselevel was found and
subtracted; the resultant powers were multiplied by range
squaredand were scaledaccordingto the calibration signal.
The calibration factor is routinely found by comparison of
daytime F region peak densitiesto ionosondemeasurements
from SheepCreek, approximately50 km away. During the
plasmaline experimentsthis calibrationfactor was confirmed
by the plasmaline data shownin Figure 2. In principle,the
densitiesneed to be corrected for Debye length effects and
for the temperature ratio if it is not unity. However, we are
most interested in densities near the peak of the E layer,
where, in practice, the Debye length correctionis negligible
and where our experiencewith E region temperatures indicates that the temperature ratio is usually closeto unity.
The plasma lines were analyzed in a similar fashion: the
noise level was found and subtracted, the receiver recovery
signal was subtracted, and the resultant signal was scaled
accordingto the calibrationsignal.The final signal strengths

regionwouldbe independent
of filter bandwidth[Yngvesson
and Perkins,1968].Had we useda narrower filter, the signal
and the noise would have been reduced by the same proportion.

The shapeof the plasma line signalis approximately a trapezoid, originating from the convolution of a rectangle of

length c•r/2 with anotherrectangleof length Br/(dr/dh) and
height proportional to the plasmawave intensity. In fact, the
radar pulse length is often long in comparisonwith the E
layer thickness. The signal shouldtherefore result from the
convolution with two rectangles' one on the bottomside and

one on the topside.However, it can be deducedfrom Figure 1
that only the topside plasma line is detectable in the signal.
The bottomside

line is weaker

because of its smaller base and

lower intensity (seenext section).
To continuethe analysis of the data to obtain plasma wave
intensities, we follow the procedure of Yngvesson and

Perkins [1968].The intensity,expressedas the plasmawave
temperature, is obtained by combining the radar equations

for the ionandplasmalinecomponents.
The resultis
c•
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Fig. 2. Comparisonof the magnitudeof the auroral E layer and
the existenceof plasmalinesat three frequencies
onJanuary18, 1976.
As the critical frequencyof the layer passesthroughthe frequencies
to whichthe plasmaline filters are tuned,the plasmalinesappear and
disappear.During theseobservationsthe plasmalinesoccurbetween
110 and 130 kin.
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where the superscriptsI and P refer to the ion and plasma from those periods when the E layer critical frequency was
line componentsand
closeto or greater than the frequenciesto which the plasma
line filters
B

were

set.

receiver
bandwidth;

Bumps
oftheexpected
shape
forplasma
lines
arefound
in

antenna
temperature;

thesedata.Thesebumps
are identified
unambiguously
as

backscatter
gainoftheradarfora pulse
transmit-plasma
linesthrough
theirinterrelated
altitude
andtime

teda•zero
offset
and
signal
received
atanoffset
of dependence.
They
occur
attheexpected
altitude
when
the
rr;

electron-to-iontemperature ratio;
(4•rD/k) •'• Te,where Dis the Debye lengthand k
is the radar wavelength;
range increment for plasma line signal, equal to
Br / (dr r / dr) .

electrondensityin the topsideElayer is convertedto plasma
line frequency. They vary in altitude as the altitude of the
appropriate plasma line frequencies changes in response to
changesin the auroral E layer. Signals were found at the
same

altitude

for

simultaneous

observations

at

the

same

upshifted and downshiftedfrequencies.As is seen in Figure
2, the signalsappearedand disappearedas the layer grew and
While the electron and ion temperatures can, in principle,
decayedthrough the observedfrequencies.
be measuredusinga third pulse (actually three 60-•s pulses
In this series of observations, plasma lines were found
within 400 •s [Rino et al., 1974]),the lossof plasmaline samples and added complicationsdid not warrant its use in this
first series of plasma line experiments. Instead, the tem-

peraturesfrom the Cira (1972) meanmodelatmospherehave
been used in the calculations.

We also need to know how the

backscatter gain of the radar varies with frequency. These
data have been analyzed on the assumptionthat the gain is
constant. This assumption appears reasonable according to
recent measurementsof the gain (J. Kelly, private communication, 1977), which show it to be 10% greater at --10
MHz

than at +10

MHz.

OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The first observationswith the new plasma line receiver
system were made in January 1976. Data have been reduced
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Fig. 3. Variation in altitude and plasmawave intensityof a tom-

under almost all circumstances

when the filters

were at an

appropriate location with respect to the peak size of the E
layer. These plasma lines were in the interval between 3.8
and 6.0 MHz, which correspondsto phase energies between
0.55 and 1.4 eV. They were found between 98 and 134 km; at
the low altitudes they were so weak that detection became
difficult; at the high altitudes they were very strong, as is
shown in Figure 1.
The data have been examined for a frequency dependence
of the plasmawave intensity. For the upshiftedplasmalines
the results dependuponaltitude. Above 118 km, as is shown
in Figure 3, the lower-frequency waves are the more intense
for the limited portion of the spectrumobserved.At lower
altitudes it is not clear whether there is a frequency dependence. However, as is apparent in Figure 1, an intensity
difference appears to exist between the downshifted and
upshiftedplasmawaves: the former appear to be 30% more
intense than the latter. If anything, we would expect the
intensitiesto be equalizedbecauseof collisions.While this
result couldbe significant, confirmation will have to await the
next series of measurements,which will include a backscatter
gain calibration.
While the plasma wave intensity does not vary much with
observed frequency, it does vary greatly with altitude
(Figure 3). A plot of the enhancementratio is very similar.
All frequencieshave been includedin this figure, as have all

the data points from integrationsexceeding4 min. For
reference purposesa curve proportionalto the inverse of the
neutral number density from the Cira (1972) mean model
atmosphereis alsogiven.The lowestdetectedplasmalines,at
about 100 km, are enhanced only 4 times above the thermal
level, to about 0.06 eV. For each frequency the enhancement
increasesstrongly with altitude. Between 118 and 125 km,
where the enhancementsare maximum, they are 15-30 times
the thermal level, or at an intensity of 0.3-1.1 eV.
This basic altitude dependence(even the decreaseat the
highestaltitudes) is very real. The major systematicuncertainty in this part of the data reductionis the use of model
temperatures, but kT r is comparativelyinsensitiveto them.

posite
oftheplasma
lineobservations.
Alldetected
plasma
lines
with For instance,
if theelectron
temperature
weretwiceaslarge,

anintegration
timeexceeding
4 minareincluded.
Thedata
fromkT•would
decrease
byone
third.
If theiontemperature
were

January 14, 1976,are givenby opencircles;thosefrom January 18,
1976,by solidcircles;andthosefrom January20, 1976,by openand twice as large, kT• wouldincreaseby onethird. If they were
solidtriangles.The plasmawavesare upshiftedexceptthosedenoted both twice as large, there wouldbe nochange.From our tem-

by solidtriangles.Pointsfor the samefrequency(absolute
value)are perature measurementson other occasionsa factor of 2
connected,and the frequency is given in megahertz. The shaded increasefor either temperature is a reasonableupper bound
referenceline is inverselyproportionalto the neutralnumberdensity.
near 135 km. However, the increase would be considerably
The altitude uncertaintyis ñ2 km. The intensity uncertaintyis beless near 110 km. Therefore the deduced wave intensity
tween 25 and 5096.
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above 120 km in Figure 3 is perhaps even greater than is
shown.

These plasma line data can be usedto learn about E region
aeronomywith a methodanalogousto that usedby Carlson et

al. [1977]in the F region.By combiningthe data, as in Figure
3, and consideringthe linear plasma wave theory or model of

Yngvessonand Perkins [1968] the variation of kTp with
altitude

would enable us to examine

the various

terms

in the

enhancementequation. These terms involve the one-dimensionalvelocity distribution of the suprathermal electrons,f•
the thermal electrons, and the electron-ion collisions.Because
of the small enhancements,fp can be found at the lowest
altitudes. Its altitude variation and perhaps that of the
neutral density can also be found. The large enhancements
may additionally yield the logarithmic derivative of fr and
hence the suprathermal electron flux. Initial calculations
show that the decrease in intensity at the higher altitudes
may be due to elevated electron temperatures that causethe
thermal damping term to becomesignificant. It would additionally becomeapparent whether electron-neutral collisions
need to be included in the plasma wave enhancement theory.
We are considering these questionselsewhere.
For any union of data, such as that in Figure 3, an important question that we must consider is whether these data
from various times, even days, can be combinedand treated
as a whole. This questionmay be rephrased to ask whether at
a given plasma line frequency and altitude the plasma waves
always have the same intensity. If the energy input into the
plasma waves is primarily from suprathermal electrons,
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originate from the precipitation of energetic electrons. The
altitude region where plasma lines have been measured has
been lowered by about 25 kin, to 98 kin. The energy of the
electrons that can now be investigated has been lowered considerably, to 0.55 eV. These low energies are exceedingly
hard to investigate by any other technique, ground based or
otherwise. In future experiments it should be feasible to
lower the altitude and energy still further. Thus we have

greatly extendedthe physicalconditionsunder which plasma
lines have been measured. Moreover, the data reflect the
physical conditionsand, as a result, hold the potential for providing information about the mechanism that produces the
suprathermal electron distribution, the magnitude of the
suprathermal flux, and the effects of electron-neutral
interactions.
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